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What We Do

• Provide printing, copying, binding and fulfillment for state agencies.
• These services consistently meet or exceed quality requirements
• The State Print Plant can meet the needs of customers at comparable cost to private businesses. 

• Produce a wide variety of printing, ranging from business cards and letterhead to bound statute 
volumes, legislative printing, maps and tax forms. 

• “Quick Copy”
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How It Started…

The State Print Plant has offered print services to the state since 1926.
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How It’s Going

Some of the recent, state-of-the-art equipment investments in the Print Plant:

• Standard Hunkeler roll-to-stack solution to produce stacked sets on an LS-30 long stacker or 
folded pieces on an AFV-566F folder and TV-564 right-angle folder.

• Standard Horizon Mark III saddle stitcher with two VAC-600L collating towers, an HOF-400 
sheet feeder, and a three-knife trimmer, with the Horizon Vision System

• Standard Horizon BQ-500 perfect binder with a GF-500 gauze feeder in-line with an HT-1000V 
three-side trimmer with a Horizon cover matching system.

• W+D 410 envelope converter with a Standard Hunkeler roll-to-stack two-up solution.

• Muller Martini BF 513 hardcover binding line.

• 14x22" Kluge ApexFoil foil stamping, embossing, and diecutting machine.
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Operations

• Books, Manuals
• Brochures
• Business Cards
• Carbonless Forms
• Envelopes
• Flyers
• Index Tabs
• Labels
• Letterhead
• Newsletters
• Postcards
• Posters/Banners
• Finishing/Shipping
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SB 150

• The intent of this bill is to allow the State Print Plant to 
be a printing resource for local units of government.

• The Department of Administration will not compete 
with private printing businesses.

• The Covid-19 pandemic affected many smaller print 
businesses.

• The State Print Plant will be an additional option 
available to cities, counties and schools if private 
businesses cannot meet their needs.

• The reduced number of printing businesses since Covid-19 
has affected some units of government in their ability to print 
government documents in a timely manner. 

• One example is the envelope converter. 
• The State Print Shop can efficiently produce large numbers of 

envelopes quickly. 
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Thank You 

Questions?
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